
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking for an investor relations manager.
We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply
for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for investor relations manager

Given the high profile nature of the role, particularly the extensive
interactions with internal and external constituents, must possess excellent
interpersonal skills and a strong work ethic
Maintain consensus database reflecting estimates from several third party
providers
Work collaboratively with the Director of Investor Relations and executive
management to develop messaging around the company’s financial, growth
and capital return strategies
Lead internal teams on the production of the Investor Relations Question and
Answer document, including aggregating contributions from various
departments across the organization, researching and formulating talking
points for anticipated questions
Respond to information requests from management inbound investor and sell
side inquiries
Assist in managing the overall budget and forecasting process
Consolidate and summarize quarter end results
As the part of the ‘go to’ group for the CFO, this position will support adhoc
projects for the CFO and other finance leaders
Support the investor relations efforts through the ownership of the investor
relations datasheet, review of press releases and earnings scripts, analysis of
consensus, and help in gathering and understanding business data in support
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Qualifications for investor relations manager

Minimum three years financial analytical work communications experience
Must be able to establish credibility both internally and externally
IR Intelligence and CRM (NASDAQ, FactSet, Ipreo)
A strong familiarity with the workings of hedge funds and a demonstrated
ability to manage complex projects and work effectively with corporate
executives, staff members, and investors is essential for the Team Manager
6 plus years experience in Financial Services, preferably Investor Relations in
a complex industry such as alternative investments and 1-3 years experience
managing people
Knowledge and understanding of compliance and regulatory issues, including
Know Your Customer (KYC) and anti-money laundering policies as governed
by the USA Patriot Act


